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TVK Family of Channels

TVK Programing Highlights

                     tvK is the first Korean Network in the U.S. to broadcast live News.

tvK News airs weekday evenings and consists of live reporting and stories

from the Korean-American communities across the U.S. Additionally, a 

proven team of field reporters, tvK is positioned to be

the first Korean network with Live US Breaking News

capability. Additionally, Korea’s #1 news network,

YTN is a programming partner of tvK and their US

bureau is located in tvK24’s facility. All of the breaking

news out of Korea is broadcasted live on tvK.

News:

 Delivery: G17, T24 (IMD’s transponder)

tvK24,

                            Korean dramas aggregated from Korea, some with the highest rated viewership

in Korea. This translates to high viewership and popularity in the U.S.  Most of dramas that are on

tvK are subtitled in English.

Dramas: 

                  tvK broadcast weekly LPGA highlights in Korean on tvK. The LPGA has over forty (40) 

South Korean players, featuring numerous tour champions. It is truly historical to have the LPGA

on a Korean TV network in the United States and tvK is proud to be the network of choice. 

Golf: 

                                                                                                         Entertainment and variety shows

showcase some of the most popular programs from Korea with Top Stars. Shows include concerts, music videos,

talk shows, entertainmentnews, lifestyle and much more. tvK also produces countless originals including game

shows, a lifestyle documentaryand an LPGA Tour-plus following the Korean golfers on their quest to be the best.

Variety, Music & Original Programs:

tvK24 creates and produces the most entertaining experience for its Korean-speaking viewers. tvK24

partners with the leading Korean broadcasters, entertainment companies, government  and production

houses: Arirang, YTN, JTBC, TV Chosun, Korean Communication Agency (KCA), SM, YG, JYP, DSP, CUBE,

CJeS, Jellyfish and more to offer the best entertainment on all three of their services.

                    launched in 2005, based in Los Angeles, CA operates two networks, tvK and tvK2 and a video

on demand service, tvK-Pop. tvK is the first 24-hour Korean network available nationwide and serves the

needs of first generation Korean-Americans.  The second network, tvK2, is more geared towards offering

programming targeting the 1.5 and 2nd generation Koreans.
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TVK2 Programing Highlights

                   Daily news from Arirang TV in both Korean

and English

News:

                                                       tvK2’s original programming

 for the young and hip 2nd generation viewers.  This

unique entertainment program showcases not only

talent from Korea, but spotlights Korean-American

entertainers.

Original programs: 

                  :    Videos from all of the top Korean & Korean-American artists l ike SM TOWN,

JYP Entertainment,  YG Family, DSP Entertainment, CUBE Entertainment, LOEN Entertainment,

CJeS Entertainment and Jellyfish Entertainment. 

Music: 

                  :          tvK-Pop is a free video on demand service featuring the hottest

Korean music videos in a variety of genres including Electro-pop, hip hop, pop

rock and R&B. You’ll find the most popular Korean idols and

groups from South Korea, who have also created a subculture

of fashion and style amongst teenagers and young adults

round the world.

tvK-Pop: 

                            Thirty new music videos available each month (approximately 90 minutes of

content refreshed at 100% per month). tvK24 has the largest K-Pop music video library totaling

over 700 titles. tvK-Pop is the first to release K-Pop music videos in the US.

Content: 

Delivery:  Fibered to TWC SoCal (available through inter-connect) or G17, T24 in 60-90 days. 

Delivery:  Pitched through Comcast Media Center

Next Generation
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   TVK is the first Korean newwork in the U.S. to
broadcast live news. TVK News Wide airs weekday
evenings at 8pm (PST) and consists of live reporting
and stories from the Korean-American communities
across the U.S. Additionally, with an experienced team
of field reporters, TVK is positioned to be the first
Korean-American network with the capability to bring
viewers live, breaking news of major stories as they
happen.

    South Korea’s leading 24-Hour news network consisting of live
reporting and stories from Korea and Korean communities worldwide.

    Daily main news broadcast from Korea featuring
English-language covering international local Korean
news.

    Daily sports news including analysis and opinion on top sports
stories.

YTN Live News

Arirang News

TVK Sports News

TVK News Wide

7am, 9am, 12pm, 3pm, 6pm, 12am (PST)

Mon to Fri 8pm (PST)

9am, 1pm, 4pm, 7pm (PST)

op sports



   A housewife, who struggles with the educational
problems of her children, develops a romance
with the man next door.

    Syndrome is a medical drama set in the neurosurgery
world. Lee Hae-Jo ( Han Hye-Jin ) is a first year resident
specializing in neurosurgery. She didn't graduated from
a premiere medical school, but she is determined to become
the best neurosurgeon. 

    The life of Queen Insoo from her childhood to
adulthood as she ruled Joseon Dynasty alongside
her mother-in-law, Queen Jeonghee. The drama 
spans from 5th King, Moon Jong to 10th King,
Yeon San, Insoo’s grandson.

    A love story between Yang Kang-Cheol (Jung Woo-Sung),
an ex-prisoner who was incarcerated because of his friend's
conspiracy, and cheerful veterinarian Jung Ji-Na (Han Ji-Min). 
They meet by chance and begin to fall in love with each
other...
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Syndrome

How Long I Have Kissed

Padam Padam 
The Sound of His and Her Heart Beats

Queen Insoo



   This drama tells a broken love story of a couple who,
although married for three years, chose to separate
when their past lovers approach them."

   Ko Ho-Tae was just 4 years old when he abandoned by
his mother at orphanage and become involved with maffia
at 17. While at western food restaurant when Lee Kang-San
received call from her sister Woo-Joo for her father’s
birthday at same time Ho-tae forced the man for debt.
Kang-san see Ho-tae who was drunk and takes him into her home.
Ho-tae puzzued his past when he remember his past at Kang-san’s home.

Fermentation Family

Love Again
   A story of graduates from a co-ed school reuniting after
30 years and facing reality reflected by their past. 
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Happy Ending
   "Happy Ending" is about a strongly characterized, secretive
and broken family finally getting together to commun-
icate and harmonize with the death of their father,
Ki Doo-soo (Choi Min-Soo).

Beloved / Dear You
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The Kingdoms Of The Two Men’s Clumsy Excursions

Two Mischievous Men Show
    Exquisite combination of Comte and talk show which is 
birth of a new variety. Talk show stereotypes of the Republic
of Korea's Shin Dong, translation “Brat" definitely wake up! 
Exotic naughtier of the two men meeting, the first attempt of
Comte and talk show star show.

    Recklessly, leaving the two men full of curiosity and global travel
program. To introduce tourist attractions and other travel professional
once seeing two men committing indirect experience of
traveling with a travelogue through a variety of fun and
candid can taste. 

Story Telling Magic Show
    “Story Telling Magic Show” invites global magicians and shows their 
magic show. Famous Korean magician, Lee Eun Gyul, and singer Kim Won
Jun are the hosts of program. In the program, magicians add specific theme 
into their magic show to make their show as a story

    The program is all about “Money.” Hosts of program,
Shin Dong Yup and Park Eun Ji, talk about episodes about
money such as stock, lodge money, etc. Celebrities talk about
their personal experience and episodes about money to
arouse people’s attention to danger and importance of 
money. The program also gives information about health.

Welcome to ‘Money’ World



    After School Club is live music request show for K-pop fans all around
the world. You can join video chats sessions through Google
Hangouts, tweets, and Facebook. Audience can connect
with hosts, Hanbyul and Eric Nam.

    With over a decade of experience, Showbiz Korea has
kept viewers up-to-date with the latest news about
Korean celebrities and the entertainment industry.

    Pops in Seoul is the top source of K-Pop music, keeping viewers
up-to-date with the latest songs and daily news from the Korean
music industry.

    K-Pop, the popular sound of South Korean's young music stars,
takes America by storm! TVK original, TVK K-POP Post offers viewers
an English-language program featuring everything K-Pop.

   K-Pop fans get an up-close and personal view of the
world of K-Pop. Watch stars as they perform on stage
and interact with the audience, only on Simply K-Pop.

www.tvk24.com
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TVK K-POP Post

Pops in Seoul

Showbiz Korea

Simply K-POP

After School Club
op fans all around

Google
ct



• Free to all digital subscribers
• Delivered by CMC
• Launched in October 2010
• 30 music videos refreshed 100% per month
• Pre and post roll inventory available
• Content sourced by TVK, the #1 Korean-American
  digital network

Distributed by: 

3,000,000 average views per month

Monthly performance measured by Rentrak

    K-POP  Music Video Partners :

What do you need to know!
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Introducing TVK-POP
    TVK-Pop is TVK-Pop is a free video on demand
service featuring the hottest Korean music videos
in a variety of genres including electropop, hip hop,

Korean idols and groups from South Korea who 
have also created a subculture of fashion and
style amongst teenagers and young adults around
the world.  



  The producer of this program, Young Don Lee, discovers 
all curiosities that people might have and solves them 
logically. The program discovers mysterious and 
strange phenomenon such as geometric geography, 
psychic powers, hypnosis, etc, in logical ways that
people could understand easily. 

   This TVK original series, is an annual global project
that highlights the Korean food, fashion, language
and history.

   “TVK Music Story” is a music concert in which various artists talk about
theirlife in music and sing a song with performing music 
instruments. In the program, audiences can listen to the 
music and hear the stories of prominent musicians who 
have effect on Korean American culture
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TVK Music Story

PD Lee’s Logical Story

You Are A Doctor

TVK Global Documentary Series

   “You Are A Doctor” gives various advices about “health care.”
Go further, the program suggests how to make a better living life. 



    Golf Power Pint offers golf lessons for beginning, intermediate

and advanced golfers. In each episode, the instructor introduces

various skills, rules and development tips. This program also

highlights spectacular U.S. golf destinations."

    This summary of the LPGA, contains highlights, score boards,
player profiles, rankings and interviews with tour winners. 
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   This summary of the LPGA, contains highlights, score boards,
player profiles, rankings and interviews with tour winners. 

LPGA Tour Review

Golf Power Point

Dr. Jeon’s Medical Info
    Dr.Jeon invites medical specialists from renowned

institutions every week. They bring the science of medicine

to life with expert testimony, advanced medical technology. 

This show promotes healthy lifestyle choices and disease

awareness in an upbeat, positive format.

Cook & Cook
    “Cook & Cook” is TVK’s original program presenting how

to prepare Korean traditional dishes. Daily cooking show 

is hosted by one of the famous Korean traditional chef.

Tasty Korea
    This program represents the each county’s popular

tasty food in all different food catagories.  It brings

your taste sense out directly. Also it teaches you

how to cook in a best way.



     In each episode, children specialists help to
educate viewers on the effective ways to manage
childhood behavior. They also offer solutions to
parents who encounter issues with raising their
children.
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    In each episode, children specialists help to
educate viewers on the effective ways to manage
childhood behavior. They also offer solutions to
parents who encounter issues with raising their
children.

A-Rah-Cha

TV Children Education

    Targeting the second and third generations,
this program provides Korean-language education
allowing children to learn Korean in a fun and
interesting way! 

TV Art School

Art World

    Children can develop their artistic abilities and they
follow five little artists as they introduce viewers to drawing,
painting, filming and molding.

    Art World introduces children to art and how it's created.
This program offers a fun and unique way to develop artistic
skills using multi-media as a tool.

ic
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The Tears Of Africa

The Last Paradise,
The Pacific Ocean

    The Pacific ocean, emerald coral island on the
deep blue sea, refered as ‘The Last Paradise.’
This documentry consists with four parts of short
documentaries, telling about the raw nature of
Pacific's biggest fantasies, indigenous woman
and her story of their dancing!

    The Africa, known as ‘the land of nature’ is turning into ‘dried dead land’
because of lack of water. This documentary is focusing and dealing with
on the issues, such as global environmental problems, diagnosing
the practical problems and preconceived opinions about Africa.

The Last Land, Arctic Siberian Tundra

The Soul Of Continent, Republic Of China
    This documentary is telling us about people who lives in vast
and beautiful country, Repulic of China. It also tells a life and
culture of minority ethnic in the new 3D stereoscopic documentary.

The River Amur

    The land, 60 degrees below zero most of seasons, the land which
has the most mosquitoes among the nations in summer time,
Arctic Siberian Tundra is telling us about nomadic lives, such as
the living of moving 1000 kilometers along with reindeers every
year and a life of sleeping on harsh outdoor environments.

The Exploration Of The East Asian Life,

    The Amur River is located at the heart of the Northeast and it is
the ecological axis and huge storage of anthropology But it remains
a realm of tracts that any broadcasting has not filmed ever yet.
This documentry explains about a their way of life for survival,
adaptation and exchange and the fundamental questions to be reflected
on a harmonious life. 
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